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SINOPEC provides US$ 188 million loan for Ghana gas infrastructure project 

The China Development Bank (CDB) has disbursed US$ 188 million to SINOPEC for the development 

of Ghana’s gas infrastructure project at Atuabo in the west of the country. SINOPEC is building the gas 

plant to meet Ghana’s demand for gas and to make the country a net gas exporter, reports Ventures 

(International). The payment was in respect of invoices Sinopec processed for payment, which Ghana 

could not initially pay, following challenges with a US$ 3 billion CDB loan facility. This disbursement will 

enable SINOPEC to pay for its own expenses and to pay sub-contractors who have abandoned the  

various project sites due to non-payment, according to Ghana Business News (Ghana). 

China commits troops to Mali 

China will send a 395-strong peacekeeping force which includes engineering, medical and guard teams 

to Mali. The first troops arrive at the end of July and a second group at the beginning of September. The 

peacekeepers will be tasked with repairing roads and bridges, safeguarding peace and stability and 

providing medical assistance, reports People’s Daily (China). The deployment marks the second time in 

the last two years that China has sent infantry soldiers to Africa with the purpose of guarding  

peacekeeping missions, reports Foreign Policy (International). 

Ghana suspect Chinese visa retaliation after illegal mining crackdown 

Ghana suspects China is tightening visa requirements for Ghanaians visiting China, following  

deportations of 4500 illegal Chinese gold miners from the country, reports the Standard (Hong Kong). 

Alhaji Inusah Fuseini, Ghana's minister of lands and mines has said that “of late we have seen a  

tightening of the visa regime at the Chinese embassy for Ghanaians. We don't know whether this is a 

manifestation of our actions to deport illegal Chinese goldminers.” China has denied that any of its  

actions are motivated by retaliation , reports the Guardian (International). 

IMF warns China to reform its economic policy 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has warned that unless China enforces proposed economic  

reforms, the country could be at risk of an economic shock, reports the Telegraph (UK). The IMF has 

raised concern that the money pouring into mispriced real estate and infrastructure investments in China 

are increasing growth in the short term but might do little for the Chinese economy in the long term. 

Prime Minister Li KeQiang, however said that, while the authorities must work to “keep economic growth 

within a reasonable range,” that they will deploy “targeted” policies and “not change the direction of  

policies based only on temporary changes in economic barometers”, reports New York Times (USA). 

Heshan protest disrupts uranium-processing facility construction 

China General Nuclear Power Corporation and the China National Nuclear Corporation are scouting for 

new sites to build a uranium processing facility after protesters in Heshan, Guangdong Province, forced 

local authorities to halt the planned construction of a local plant, reports South China Morning Post 

(China). Heshan residents gathered at Jiangmen City Hall to express their concern over the potential 

health and environmental risks associated with uranium-processing. Heshan is the latest local authority 

to back down in the face of pressure from a public increasingly empowered by its ability to sway officials 

who fear social unrest, reports Bloomberg (International).  
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